
SCHUMACHER COLLABORATES 
WITH MARIE-ANNE OUDEJANS

East meets West in this extraordinary collection of textiles and wallpapers by Dutch 
fashion designer turned interior designer Marie-Anne Oudejans (who founded Tocca in the 
‘90s). The collaboration between the force behind the dazzling décor of Instagram-famous 
Bar Palladio in Jaipur, India and Schumacher’s skilled creative team was a match made 
in heaven. The result is unique and imaginative collection that reflects Oudejans’s love of 
color and exotic floral motifs, as well as her appreciation for the simplicity and clean lines 
associated with Dutch design. 

Royal Poppy Panel A 
A charming combination of stylized flowers, scalloped borders and architectural 
geometries, Royal Poppy Panel A is a 54”-wide wallpaper panel that can be used with or 
without its 27”-wide companion, Royal Poppy Panel B. Inspired by her work as a 
decorative painter in Jaipur, India, Marie-Anne Oudejans designed this flexible two-panel 
wallpaper set so that it can be configured to accentuate the architecture of a space or create 
depth and drama when walls need visual interest.  Colours Red, Blue.
Price £750 per panel

Royal Poppy Panel B
A charming combination of stylized flowers, scalloped borders and architectural 
geometries, Royal Poppy Panel B is a 27”-wide wallpaper panel that can be used with or 
without its 54”-wide companion, Royal Poppy Panel A. Inspired by her work as a 
decorative painter in Jaipur, India, Marie-Anne Oudejans designed this flexible two-panel 
wallpaper set so that it can be configured to accentuate the architecture of a space or create 
depth and drama when walls need visual interest. Colours Red, Blue. 
Price £450 per panel

Royal Poppy Panel A and B, Red
Royal Poppy Stripe Fabric Red



Royal Poppy Stripe Fabric
Inspired by Dutch simplicity and traditional Indian flower motifs, Jaipur, India–based 
decorative painter Marie-Anne Oudejans created Royal Poppy Stripe as a charming fabric 
design that combines stylized flowers and multi-width stripes. Colours Red, Sky. Printed 
on 100% linen. Price £198/m

Poppy Stripe Wallcovering
Inspired by Dutch simplicity and traditional Indian flower motifs, Jaipur-based decorative 
painter Marie-Anne Oudejans created Poppy Stripes in red, a charming midscale wallpaper 
design that combines stylized flowers and multi-width stripes. This crisp, versatile floral 
adds modern and exotic flair to any room. Also available as a fabric. Colours Red, Blue. 
Price 78/m or £712.92 for a 9.14m roll

Royal Poppy Stripe Fabric with Poppy Stripes Wallcoverings, Red 



Bamboo Trellis Panel A 
A chic lattice design with a stylized floral inset, Bamboo Trellis Panel A can be used with 
or without its companion, Bamboo Trellis Panel B. Inspired by her work as a decorative 
painter in Jaipur, India, Marie-Anne Oudejans designed this flexible two-panel wallpaper 
set so that it can be configured to accentuate the architecture of a space or create depth and 
drama when walls need visual interest. Colours Green, Blue, Neutral. Price £750 per panel 

Bamboo Trellis Panel B
A chic and beautifully detailed lattice design, Bamboo Trellis Panel B can be used with 
or without its companion, Bamboo Trellis Panel A. Inspired by her work as a decorative 
painter in Jaipur, India, Marie-Anne Oudejans designed this flexible two-panel wallpaper 
set so that it can be configured to accentuate the architecture of a space or create depth and 
drama when walls need visual interest. Colours Green, Blue, Neutral. Price £750 per panel 

Mughal Garden Panel A 
A chic and beautifully detailed floral fretwork design, Mughal Garden Panel A in blue can 
be used with or without its larger-scale companion, Mughal Garden Panel B. Inspired by 
Dutch ceramics and traditional Indian flower motifs, Marie-Anne Oudejans designed this 
flexible two-panel wallpaper set so that it can be configured to accentuate the architecture 
of a space or create drama when walls need visual interest. Colours Blue.  Price £750 per 
panel 

Mughal Garden Panel B 
A chic and beautifully detailed floral fretwork design, Mughal Garden Panel B in blue can 
be used with or without its smaller-scale companion, Mughal Garden Panel A. Inspired by 
Dutch ceramics and traditional Indian flower motifs, Marie-Anne Oudejans designed this 
flexible two-panel wallpaper set so that it can be configured to accentuate the architecture 
of a space or create drama when walls need visual interest. Colours Blue. Price £750 per 
panel 

Bamboo Trellis Panel A and B



Delft Stripe fabric
A charming combination of stylized flowers and multi-width stripes, Delft Straight Stripe 
is a mid-scale pattern created by Marie-Anne Oudejans. Inspired by Dutch ceramics, this 
lovely print on soft linen fabric has a lovely hand-painted look and is perfectly suited for 
furniture, pillows and window treatments. Colours Green, Cornflower Blue. Printed on 
100% linen. Price £198/m 

Delft Wave wallcovering
A charming combination of stylized flowers and curvy multi-width stripes, Delft Waves 
is a mid-scale pattern created by Marie-Anne Oudejans. Inspired by Dutch ceramics, this 
wallpaper design has a lovely hand-painted look and is perfectly suited for any room.  
Colours Green, Blue, Neutral. Price Wallpaper £38/m per or £347.32 for a 9.14m roll

Jaipur Mughal Flower fabric
A wonderfully simple stylized floral with a large-scale stripe effect, Jaipur Mughal Flower 
fabric in ivory-on-natural was created by Marie-Anne Oudejans and inspired by her work 
as a decorative painter in Jaipur, India. Rotary printed on soft 100% linen, it has a lovely 
hand and is perfectly suited for furniture, cushions and window treatments. Colours Ivory 
on Natural, Cornflower, Green. Price £198/m.

Jaipur Mughal Flower wallcovering
A wonderfully exotic stylized floral, Jaipur Mughal Flower wallpaper in green was created 
by Marie-Anne Oudejans and inspired by her work as a decorative painter in Jaipur, India. 
Printed on flat fibrous paper, this exotic large-scale pattern has a lovely simplicity and 
interesting stripe effect. Colours Green, Blue, Neutral. Price £165 per roll.

Himalaya hand block print fabric
Colours Pink, Lilac. Price £198/m.
See and shop the collection here
https://fschumacher.co.uk/collections/marie-anne-oudejans

Jaipur Mughal Flower Neutral Wallcovering



About Schumacher

Since Schumacher was founded in 1889, this family-owned company has been 
synonymous with style, taste, and innovation. It was the first to partner with the finest 
names in design. Fashion designer Paul Poiret was followed by Elsa Schiaparelli, Dorothy 
Draper, Cecil Beaton, Josef Frank, Frank Lloyd Wright and many more visionaries. 

This family-owned business keeps its heritage fresh with new collections introduced each 
month and original collaboration.  Collections are united by a respect for classicism, an 
eye for the cutting edge, and an unparalleled level of quality. A passion for luxury and an 
unwavering commitment to beauty are woven into everything it does. 

CONTACT DETAILS 
Schumacher
Tel: + 44 (0) 20 4532 0960 
www. fschumacher.co.uk 
@schumacher_uk

media enquiries: info@elizabethmachinpr.com
+44 (0) 20 7503 3200 | 07508 051122
www.elizabethmachinpr.com
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